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Two epistemological claims underwrite the randomized clinical trial (RCT).\(^1\) The first, associated with Austin Bradford Hill, asserts that randomization prevents biased estimates of the value of new therapies. The second, associated with RA Fisher, maintains that randomization is necessary for the valid interpretation of statistical significance.

This paper places Fisher's views on randomization in the larger context of his views on statistical inference and the nature of science. Fisher's life-long interest in the problem of induction, how to draw valid empirical conclusions about the world, led him to emphasize the provisional character of knowledge. The statistical methods he developed—randomization, likelihood—were aimed at producing what Fisher termed 'rigorously specified uncertainty'. Fisher's highly technical arguments about the nature of probability and likelihood are rooted in his more general concerns about the evolutionary and political importance of intellectual autonomy—concerns rooted in his early eugenical views but strongly reinforced by his ideological critique of Soviet science during the Cold War.

Notwithstanding the esoteric origins of some of his arguments, Fisher's ideas have great relevance for contemporary debates within evidence-based medicine. How we best distinguish what is known from what is not known, how we can emphasize the uncertainty of existing knowledge, and how we can best capture that uncertainty—all these Fisherian concerns are crucial in a time when the passage from the journal article to the press conference is increasingly swift.

For various reasons—political, ethical, and practical—the RCT has come under renewed attack in recent years. RCT are said to be too costly and time-consuming; they are unacceptable to some patients and ethically inappropriate in the eyes of some providers. Meanwhile, researchers claim that there are more efficient and equally reliable alternatives for gaining information about medical treatments.\(^2\)–\(^5\) Such arguments in turn evoke responses which articulate the exceptional value of RCT. At the heart of these defences is the argument that all other methods of evaluating therapy are bias-prone: likely to inflate if not wholly misjudge the value of experimental therapies.\(^6\)–\(^11\)

As Peter Armitage has suggested, the prevention of bias was central to Austin Bradford Hill's ideas about the randomized trial.\(^12\),\(^13\) Hill and his colleagues introduced randomization in the 1948 Medical Research Council streptomycin trial to prevent physicians from cream skimming—selectively assigning healthier patients to the experimental drug. For tuberculosis, with its highly variable clinical course, the need for control groups was acknowledged by all. Where assignment to control and treatment groups previously had been handled by alternation, Hill took the process one step further by using randomization, a method which physicians could not so easily manipulate.\(^14\)–\(^16\)

While randomization was but one among an array of devices introduced into clinical research after World War II to regulate researchers' subjectivity, it was the most novel and possibly the most controversial. Even in the research setting, physicians needed some persuasion to allow the flip of a coin to determine a patient's treatment.\(^17\) Hill accordingly placed great emphasis on randomization's capacity to ensure:

... that neither our personal idiosyncrasies, consciously or unconsciously applied, nor our lack of judgement have entered into the construction of the two (or more) treatment groups and thus biased them in any way...\(^18\)

Nor was Hill alone: a preoccupation with bias and the conviction that randomization, over all other methods of treatment allocation, would prevent bias, was central to most medical presentations of controlled trials in the post-war era.\(^19\)

Hill's arguments for randomization enter into a long historical trajectory of physicians' efforts to provide what Iain Chalmers terms a 'fair test' of innovative therapies.\(^20\) This tradition, Chalmers has argued, dates back to the 18th century therapeutic reformers such as James Lind and John Haygarth whose history has been charted by Ulrich Tröhler.\(^21\) Here I want to explore another venerable tradition in medical statistics—the attempt to quantify, as rigorously as possible, uncertainty about the value of therapeutic (and preventive) practices, using the probability calculus. Like Chalmers' 'fair test' tradition, quantifying uncertainty about medical practices can be tracked back to Daniel Bernouilli's 18th-century efforts to evaluate smallpox inoculation.\(^22\),\(^23\) Prior to the 20th century, its intellectual high point was in Jules Gavarret's unsuccessful attempts to apply the probability calculus to therapeutic experiments in mid-19th century Paris.\(^24\) This paper, however, will focus on the statistician, RA Fisher, who introduced randomization into agricultural and scientific experiments but not, as Iain Chalmers has recently emphasized, into medicine.\(^20\)

\(^{932}\)
I have three goals: first, to lay out Fisher’s views on randomization, and explain where they fit within his broader notions of statistical inference; second, to place Fisher’s ideas about science and statistics in the English intellectual landscape between the Great War and the Cold War; and third, to ask why it was that Fisher’s ideas about randomization and uncertainty had so little influence on medical understanding, then or now.

As Armitage suggests, Fisher’s ideas about randomization may have been embedded in a more ‘theoretically sophisticated’ framework than Hill’s, but like Hill, Fisher relied on homespun examples to explain the virtues of randomization. Suppose, Fisher argued, an experimenter finds a 10% difference in yields between two grain varieties, planted in different parts of a field. How can you tell whether such a difference reflects a true difference between the varieties, or simply reflects the incidental effects of variations in sunlight, soil fertility, moisture and the like? The standard experimental approach then was to make the two plots as comparable as possible, controlling for all the factors one thought might influence yield. A sometimes useful but insufficient step, Fisher argued. For how does the experimenter know that he has captured and successfully controlled for all sources of variability? He cannot.25,26

Human beings cannot fully anticipate, Fisher believed, either nature’s complexity or her capriciousness. But humans are not experiments as contests with a particularly perverse devil:27 result (ref. 25, pp. 46–48). As Fisher put it, we should think of the ‘error’ of the ‘strongest [most rigorous] possible arrangement of soil fertilities, and his best strategy is to equalize the chance that any treatment shall fall on any plot by determining it by chance himself. Then if all the plots with a particular treatment have higher yields, it may still be due to the devil’s arrangement, but then and only then will the experimenter know how often his chance arrangement will coincide with the devil’s.28

Where Hill was intensely concerned with controlling bias, Fisher’s life-long obsession was with ‘rigourously’ specifying uncertainty. For Fisher, any statistical inference should indicate ‘two things: (1) wherein our factual knowledge differs from complete ignorance and (2) wherein it differs from perfect knowledge’ (ref. 27, p. 97). Such inferences could be made from either observational or experimental data, but the data from randomized experiments allowed experimenters to make ‘statements of uncertainty’ of the ‘strongest [most rigorous] possible type’.29,30

Statisticians have written a great deal about Fisher’s methodological views concerning randomization, probability, and inference.31,32 Here I want to explore Fisher’s philosophical and political ideas about inference. There are arguments against this approach. Fisher was far from being a systematic philosopher and even further from being a member of the political classes. Unlike other ‘biometricians’, Karl Pearson and Lancelot Hogben, he was not a great popularizer. Most of his work was presented to statistical or scientific audiences, although the Eugenics Review provided a more public outlet for some of his ideas. Still, such an exploration can help us appreciate why the rigorous specification of uncertainty mattered so much to him.

The son of a London auctioneer, Fisher went up on a scholarship to Cambridge, where he was a founding member and intellectual mainstay of the Cambridge Eugenics Society.33 The British eugenics movement, composed principally of members of the professional middle class like Fisher, was deeply concerned with class differentials in fertility.34 Fisher’sjuvenalia offer a clear picture of their concerns: the ‘professional middle class’, a ‘new natural nobility of worth and birth’ was being outbred by their biological inferiors, the ‘socially lower classes’—a scenario which foretold evolutionary and national disaster if left uncorrected.35

The recruits for Fisher’s ‘new nobility’ were to come, not merely from the old intellectual aristocracy, the Darwins and Haldanes, but included those ‘skilled artisans’ who work with a high degree of intellectual autonomy. ‘Versatility’—both intellectual and social adaptability—and the ‘mental qualities’ to direct one’s own work were not, Fisher insisted, a monopoly of the professional middle classes.36 There is nothing especially unusual about Fisher’s efforts to reach across the class line; such efforts were common enough around the time of World War I.37,38 Fisher’s views, however, were noticeably less harsh than those of others in the eugenics movement. What is most interesting here are the echoes of this social (and evolutionary) logic in his later statistical work.

In introducing The Design of Experiments, Fisher insisted that the issues discussed:

- can be dissociated from all that is strictly technical in the statistician’s craft, and, when so detached, are questions only of the right use of human reasoning powers, with which all intelligent people, who hope to be intelligible, are equally concerned, and on which the statistician, as such, speaks with no special authority. (ref. 25, p. 2)

Fisher’s insistence that any ‘thinking man’ could understand the ‘principles of statistical inference’ was not simply rhetorical. Running through The Design of Experiments is Fisher’s conviction that ‘the right use of human reasoning powers’ would free ‘intelligent people’ from a dependence on authority. A proper understanding of statistical inference would allow anyone to say how likely it was that grain A would outgrow grain B, in just the way that it did in a particular experiment. In the absence of a randomized experiment to provide a valid estimate of probability, one was left in the hands of ‘scientific authorities’, who would pronounce on whether the findings conformed with ‘my experience’ (ref. 25, pp. 69–70).

Fisher had reason enough to be hostile to experts who threw their weight around, refusing to engage with evidence. At the Population Society, Professor Ernest MacBride had dismissed Fisher’s analyses of selection and reproduction as:

- of no value, since he is not a trained biologist, and a mathematician’s ideas are of no importance in the problem of population.

Fisher had similar run-ins with the physicians on a British Medical Association’s committee on sterilization.39 Yet ultimately
his dislike for an over-dependence on specialists was rooted in his view that too much specialization itself was dysgenic. Versatility and the capacity of intellectual self-governance were the key to evolutionary progress (ref. 35, pp. 314–15).

In his quest for principles of inference that any ‘thinking man’ could understand, Fisher returned, again and again, to the problem of induction; the means by which we gain our knowledge of the natural world. Whereas Fisher considered the development of deductive logic a great accomplishment in human social evolution,40 he deemed it of limited use in experimental work. Theoretical mathematicians, Fisher argued, lack both the analytical tools and the disposition to deal with uncertainty. They fail to recognize the imperfect nature of empirical knowledge, or to comprehend that a perfectly sound methodology may produce mistaken conclusions.41

Like all great inductive philosophers from Hume to Popper, Fisher was a sceptic: ‘Statistical [read ‘empirical’] data are always erroneous in greater or less degree’ (ref. 41, p. 54). But he was an unusually constructive sceptic. Uncertainty and error were, for Fisher, inevitable. But ‘rigorously specified uncertainty’ provided a firm ground for making provisional sense of the world. Randomization was a *sine qua non* of one kind of rigorously specified uncertainty—probability statements. But beyond randomization, a number of stringent requirements must be met before valid probability statements can be made. Fisher’s requirements were that:

1. There is a measurable reference set (a well-defined set, perhaps of propositions, perhaps of events); b) The subject of a statement of probability belongs to the reference set; c) No relevant sub-set can be recognized.42

Fisher’s various efforts to explain and justify these conditions were and are controversial among statistical theorists. Fisher himself was more sanguine about the limitations of probability statements, for in the many instances where these conditions cannot be met:

- A mathematical quantity of a different kind, which I have termed mathematical likelihood, appears to take its place as a measure of rational belief when we are reasoning from the sample to the population. (ref. 41, p. 40; ref. 27, p. 2)

While Fisher believed in the superior rigour of randomized designs, he did not insist on the hard line that emerged in medicine between randomized and non-randomized studies.

For Fisher, both probability statements and likelihood calculations served the same ends: both were rigorously derived statements of uncertainty. But why this emphasis on uncertainty? Again, we return to Fisher’s conviction that empirical knowledge is both highly fallible and at the same time corrigeable. The point may seem trivially true, and yet for Fisher many statisticians failed to understand its implications. Such failure was at the heart of Fisher’s controversy with Jerzy Neyman over the proper framework for statistical inferences.43

In the mid-1930s, Neyman and Egon Pearson elaborated a decision-oriented framework for statistical inference. Inferences, they argued, were like decisions—decisions about what hypothesis to believe. As with any decision (conceived within the framework of modern utility theory), there were loss functions: defined as the probability of opting for hypothesis A when B was true, or its opposite.44,45 Fisher had multiple methodological objections to this approach: it placed misguided confidence in probability statements for all inferences; relied overmuch on statistical significance testing; and employed a concept—Type II errors—which Fisher viewed as logically incoherent.46

In the early years of their controversy, Fisher’s dissatisfactions were confined to issues of intellectual priority and statistical methodology (ref. 39, pp. 262–66). However, in the Cold War era, Fisher developed a political critique of the ‘ideological’ belief, as he put it, that the world of decisions and the world of science were one and the same.

It was, Fisher argued, entirely appropriate to specify loss functions for incorrect decisions—in the world of corporate, military, or state planning. But in science:

… we introduce no cost functions for faulty judgements. […] We make no attempt to evaluate these consequences [of inferences] and do not assume that they are capable of evaluation in any sort of currency. (ref. 46, p. 77)

For Fisher, it was crucially important to retain the distinction—and the distance—between the world of science and the decision-making world:

Decision itself must properly be referred to a set of motives, the strength or weakness of which should have no influence whatever on any estimate of probability. We aim, in fact, at methods of inference which should be equally convincing to all rational minds, irrespective of any intentions they may have in utilizing the knowledge inferred. (ref. 46, p. 77)

In eliding the distinction between decisions and inference, Neyman was, Fisher argued, ‘importing from Eastern Europe his misconceptions as to the nature of scientific research’ (ref. 27, p. 186). In the East, decisions about science were a matter of state policy at a time when, Fisher believed, barriers between science and the state were rapidly eroding. By making inferences within a Fisherian framework, statisticians could protect the provisional character of scientific observations, acknowledging the possibility that an inference supported by the data today might turn out tomorrow to be wrong. To Fisher, preserving the distinction between inferences and decisions meant protecting ‘the right of other free minds’ to make ‘their own decisions’, based on a common evaluation of the data (ref. 27, p. 144).

Fisher was hardly alone in articulating such concerns in Cold War Britain: Michael Polanyi and Karl Popper were making related, if more elaborate, arguments about the freedom of science.47 Those who have puzzled over Fisher’s remark in *Statistical Methods and Scientific Induction*48 about the need to protect ‘the intellectual freedom that we in the West have taken for granted’ may find the key in his earlier involvement in the Lysenko controversy. TD Lysenko was a Soviet biologist who held heterodox views about the possibility of passing on acquired improvements in biological fitness to subsequent generations. In the late 1940s, he was accused of using his political influence with Stalin to persecute his scientific opponents.49
Fisher was among a number of prominent Anglo-American geneticists who had been attacked by the Soviets in the early 1930s for their elaboration of ‘bourgeois genetics’.50 Eighteen years later, rumours that Lysenko had a hand in the death of a scientific critic, Nicolai Vavilov, drew him to the Lysenko debate.51 In 1948, Fisher, along with JBS Haldane and CD Darlington, did a BBC broadcast about the controversy. Fisher argued that Lysenko was using his political influence with Stalin to intimidate his scientific opponents. Where intimidation was insufficient, Fisher charged, Lysenko helped to see that ‘many Russian geneticists’ were ‘put to death either with or without pre-treatment in a concentration camp.’ Fisher devoted the bulk of this inflamatory speech to explaining Lysenko’s actions as the product of a system where scientific judgements were made by political leaders.52

In 1948, Fisher helped in making Lysenko a stock image of all that was wrong with Soviet science. In 1955, he made use of this caricature in talking about Neyman’s statistical ideas at the Royal Statistical Society. After discussing the ‘logical differences’ between acceptance procedures and scientific inference, Fisher moved quickly to the ‘ideological differences’:

Russians are made familiar with the ideal that research in pure science can and should be geared to technological performance, in the comprehensive organized effort of a five-year plan for the nation. How far, within such a system, personal and individual inferences from observed facts are permissible we do not know, but it may be safer, and even, in such a political atmosphere, more agreeable, to regard one’s scientific work simply as a contributory element in a great machine, and to conceal rather than to advertise the selfish and perhaps heretical aim of understanding for oneself the scientific situation. (ref. 41, pp. 69–70)

What Neyman, a Pole and anti-Bolshevik, had to do with science under the Soviets, Fisher did not explain. In his comments on Fisher’s article, Neyman generously stuck to the statistical issues, making no mention of Fisher’s vicious efforts at intimidation to his scientific opponents. Where intimidation was insufficient, Neyman generously stuck to the statistical issues, making no mention of Fisher’s vicious efforts at intimidation to his scientific opponents. Where intimidation was insufficient, Neyman generously stuck to the statistical issues, making no mention of Fisher’s vicious efforts at intimidation to his scientific opponents. Where intimidation was insufficient, Neyman generously stuck to the statistical issues, making no mention of Fisher’s vicious efforts at intimidation to his scientific opponents. Where intimidation was insufficient, Neyman generously stuck to the statistical issues, making no mention of Fisher’s vicious efforts at intimidation to his scientific opponents. Where intimidation was insufficient, Neyman generously stuck to the statistical issues, making no mention of Fisher’s vicious efforts at intimidation to his scientific opponents. Where intimidation was insufficient, Neyman generously stuck to the statistical issues, making no mention of Fisher’s vicious efforts at intimidation to his scientific opponents. Where intimidation was insufficient, Neyman generously stuck to the statistical issues, making no mention of Fisher’s vicious efforts at intimidation to his scientific opponents. Where intimidation was insufficient, Neyman generously stuck to the statistical issues, making no mention of Fisher’s vicious efforts at intimidation to his scientific opponents. Where intimidation was insufficient, Neyman generously stuck to the statistical issues, making no mention of Fisher’s vicious efforts at intimidation to his scientific opponents. Where intimidation was insufficient, Neyman generously stuck to the statistical issues, making no mention of Fisher’s vicious efforts at intimidation to his scientific opponents. Where intimidation was insufficient, Neyman generously stuck to the statistical issues, making no mention of Fisher’s vicious efforts at intimidation to his scientific opponents. Where intimidation was insufficient, Neyman generously stuck to the statistical issues, making no mention of Fisher’s vicious efforts at intimidation to his scientific opponents. Where intimidation was insufficient, Neyman generously stuck to the statistical issues, making no mention of Fisher’s vicious efforts at intimidation to his scientific opponents. Where intimidation was insufficient, Neyman generously stuck to the statistical issues, making no mention of Fisher’s vicious efforts at intimidation to his scientific opponents. Where intimidation was insufficient, Neyman generously stuck to the statistical issues, making no mention of Fisher’s vicious efforts at intimidation to his scientific opponents. Where intimidation was insufficient, Neyman generously stuck to the statistical issues, making no mention of Fisher’s vicious efforts at intimidation to his scientific opponents. Where intimidation was insufficient, Neyman generously stuck to the statistical issues, making no mention of Fisher’s vicious efforts at intimidation to his scientific opponents. Where intimidation was insufficient, Neyman generously stuck to the statistical issues, making no mention of Fisher’s vicious efforts at intimidation to his scientific opponents. Where intimidation was insufficient, Neyman generously stuck to the statistical issues, making no mention of Fisher’s vicious efforts at intimidation to his scientific opponents. Where intimidation was insufficient, Neyman generously stuck to the statistical issues, making no mention of Fisher’s vicious efforts at intimidation to his scientific opponents. Where intimidation was insufficient, Neyman generously stuck to the statistical issues, making no mention of Fisher’s vicious efforts at intimidation to his scientific opponents. Where intimidation was insufficient, Neyman generously stuck to the statistical issues, making no mention of Fisher’s vicious efforts at intimidation to his scientific opponents. Where intimidation was insufficient, Neyman generously stuck to the statistical issues, making no mention of Fisher’s vicious efforts at intimidation to his scientific opponents. Where intimidation was insufficient, Neyman generously stick
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